[The interdisciplinary hybrid operation theatre. Current experience and future].
Since June 2013 a hybrid operation theatre is used interdisciplinary in the department for surgery of Ulm University. In this operation theatre a floor-based flat panel c-arm, which is mounted on a robotic arm that can be controlled by the surgeon in a sterile environment, is linked to the operating table. Furthermore for the first time it was possible to integrate a navigation system in this setting. The interdisciplinary utilization (trauma, neurosurgery, cardiac and vascular surgery) makes this hybrid operation theatre very time and cost effective. In the orthopedic trauma department this system is mainly used for traumatic and oncologic pelvic and spinal injuries. In these anatomical regions the excellent image quality and large field of view of the robotic flat panel detector based 3D imaging combined with an intraoperative navigation system is a huge advantage. The system can also be used for complex fractures of the extremities. In the future there will be an integration of further imaging modalities and referenced holding devices in this setting.